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Abstract 
The construction of range restricted univariate and bivariate C’ interpolants to scattered data is considered. In 
particular. \ve deal with quadratic spline interpolation on a refined univariate grid (respectively on a Powell-Sabin 
refinement of a triangulation of the data sites) subject to piecewise quadratic lower and upper obstacles to the values of 
the interpolant. The derived sufficient conditions for the fulfillment of the range restrictions result in a system of linear 
inequalities for the slopes (respectively gradients) as parameters, which is separated with respect to the data sites. This 
system is shown to be always solvable for important special forms of the obstacles. If at all. in general there exist an 
infinite number of spline interpolants meeting the constraints. The selection of a visually pleasant one is based on the 
minimization of a suitable choice functional. 
K~)~rtl.\: Range restricted interpolation of scattered data: Piecewise quadratic obstacles: PowellLSabin splines; 
Minimum norm modification: Thin plate functional: Block relaxation method 
1. Introduction 
In the problem of nor7nq~crirc~ interpohtiwz a set of data sites and corresponding nonnegative 
data values are given. and the construction of a nonnegative interpolant is required. Depending on 
the practical background of the problem, the preservation of nonnegativity can be essential. For 
example, if the data represent a material concentration or pressure, a probability density, or the 
progress of an irreversible process, negative values of an interpolant are not physically meaningful. 
It is well known that unconstrained standard methods such as polynomial interpolation, cubic 
spline interpolation, etc. in general do not meet this requirement automatically. Therefore, the 
nonnegativity restriction has to be taken into account explicitly. For a brief overview of the 
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available approaches to univariate and bivariate nonnegativity preserving interpolation, we refer 
to [11] 
More generally, it can be desirable to consider lower and upper bounds on the values of the 
interpolant. Such problems of rclnye restricted interpolution could occur when approximating or 
designing a component which must fit within a restricted region or when avoiding the collision of 
an interpolated tool path with prescribed obstacles. Univariate range restricted interpolation has 
been studied recently in [7, 131 using rational cubic splines and in [l, 51 based on the variational 
approach. Some problems of spline interpolation subject to two-sided restrictions on the derivat- 
ives, which can be viewed as generalizations of monotonicity and convexity preserving interpola- 
tion, were considered earlier in [2, 151. 
In [ 111, two of us dealt with the particular case of piecewise constant lower and upper obstacles. 
Using quadratic Cl splines on a refinement of a univariate grid, respectively on the PowelllSabin 
refinement of a triangulation of the bivariate data sites, the construction of range restricted 
interpolants was accomplished for all compatible data. 
The aim of the present paper is to partly extend these results to more appealing types of obstacles. 
To this end. we assume the lower and upper obstacles to be given as piecewise quadratic functions 
on the data grid (respectively on the triangulation of the data sites). These functions are envisaged 
to represent obstacles or components which have been approximated or modelled earlier. In order 
to subsume the case of piecewise constant bounds handled earlier [ 111 and the important case of 
continuous piecewise linear bounds, the obstacle functions are not required to be Co or even Cl. 
Again, quadratic C ’ splines on a refined grid and Powell-Sabin splines are used as interpolating 
functions. The proposed methods are based on the suitable specification of the slopes of the 
univariate quadratic spline interpolant (respectively of the gradients of the Powell-Sabin interpo- 
lant) at the data sites as parameters. The derived sufficient conditions for the fulfillment of the range 
restrictions result in a system of linear inequalities for the parameters, which is separated with 
respect to the data sites. 
In the univariate case, the solvability of this system, hence the existence of interpolants meeting 
the constraints, can always be achieved for strictly compatible data by placing the additional knots 
appropriately. However: for piecewise constant bounds and for piecewise quadratic C1 obstacles 
the existence is assured independently of the choice of the additional knots, which in these cases can 
be prescribed a priori. 
For bivariate problems, the solvability of the system of sufficient range conditions can be easily 
checked numerically due to its separation with respect to the data sites. Furthermore, we show the 
solvability for all compatible data in case of piecewise constant bounds and piecewise quadratic C1 
obstacles. For continuous piecewise linear bounds we are not able to accomplish the difficult task 
of adapting the PowelllSabin refinement to the data analogous to the placement of the additional 
knots in the univariate case. 
If at all, in general there exist an infinite number of interpolants meeting the range restrictions. In 
order to select a visually pleasant one we propose to compute the parameters by minimizing 
a suitable choice functional with respect to the sufficient range conditions. In the bivariate case, the 
parameters are obtained by a fit-and-modify approach or by the minimization of a weighted thin 
plate functional. 
Since the inequality system is separated with respect to the data sites, the feasible set for the 
gradients turns out to be the cross product of linearly constrained two-dimensional regions for 
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each gradient. While the fit-and-modify approach reduces to the solution of independent two- 
dimensional quadratic programs, the minimization of the thin plate functional leads to a non- 
separable quadratic program and is accomplished by a block relaxation method. The treatment of 
the two-dimensional subproblems is based on a minimal representation of the corresponding 
feasible regions, where the redundant constraints are eliminated [S]. This preprocessing step also 
allows to detect the possible emptyness of such a region. The approach seems to be well suited to 
the special structure of the problem, since in the block relaxation method the subproblems have to 
be solved repeatedly with modified objective functionals, but the same feasible region. 
A few results of our numerical experiments concerning the bivariate case are reported graphi- 
cally in order to demonstrate the suitability of the methods. The results have been obtained using 
an implementation of the proposed algorithms which is described in more detail in [S]. 
2. Univariate range restricted interpolation 
Given a grid A: so < 4, < ... < xN of data sites and corresponding data values Zi, i = 0. , N, 
the aim is to construct an interpolating C’ spline which satisfies certain range restrictions on the 
interval I = [s 0. r,]. Suppose there are prescribed lower and upper obstacles 
L(s) d c;(x). I E I. (2.1) 
such that the natural compatibility requirements 
L(Si * 0) < Zi < I/‘(.Uj -+ 0). i = 0, . , ‘V. (2.2) 
hold. We are looking for an interpolant s satisfying 
L(r) 6 S(T) d U(s). .Y E I. (2.3) 
The refinement d’ of the grid A is defined by one additional knot in each subinterval 
Zi=[Xi-l,Si]. i= 1, . . , N. The subintervals Ii are divided into the intervals [Xi-i, <J and 
[<i. .ui] by means of the knots 
ri = lliSi~ 1 + XiSi. (2.4) 
where the ratios xi > 0. pi > 0. xi + pi = 1 are arbitrary. 
An interpolating spline s E S:(J), the space of quadratic Cl splines on 2, can be uniquely 
represented using the parameters pi = S’(Si). i = 0. . , N. see [ 11. 171. It is convenient to write s in 
BernsteinBezier form. namely 
S(.Y)=riL’2 +!;,-~pj)2UL’+~iU’ On [<i.Si], 
i= 1, . . , N, where Ir, = s, - X, I. and U. I‘ denote the barycentric coordinates of x with respect to 
the considered interval. e.g.. II = (S - .Yi- ,) (Xihi), I’ = (pi - .~)l(xihi) for s E [,x;- l.<i 1 ] 
In other words. the B-ordinates of s on Ii are, in this order, zip 1, Zip L + xihipi- ,/2, ci, 
ii - pi h,pj,:‘2, Zi. It can be easily verified that the interpolation conditions s(xi) = Zi and the 
meanings of the parameters pi = s’(x~) are incorporated in the representation, while the differenti- 
ability at the additional knots 5i is assured by the choice 
In order to derive suitable conditions for the fulfillment of the range restrictions, we assume the 
obstacles L, C: to be piecewise quadratic with respect to the refined grid 2. The obstacles L, U are 
required to be C’ at the additional knots &, but we do not require their continuity at the data sites 
.Yi. The corresponding space of piecewise quadratic functions is denoted by S; ‘(A). 
For representing the obstacles we introduce the notations 
Lj- 1 = L(.+ 1 + 0). L; = L(Si - O), 
Dj-, = L'(x- 1 + 0). Dj = L'(.q - 0). i=l ,y 9 . . ..I , 
and 
up ] = I’(s;- 1 + O), ui = U(x; - 0). 
Ei- l = U'(.Xi- 1 + 0), Ej = c"(.xi - 0). i=l . . , N. 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
While the subscript corresponds to the data site. the superscript corresponds to the subinterval, 
from which the values of the obstacles and their derivatives are computed. 
Using these abbreviations, the B-ordinates of L and Ci can be expressed analogous to (2.5) and 
(2.6). 
The compatibility of the given data values and the obstacles is assured by assuming 
L,: < :(I < CA. 
max (Lj, L: + ’ 1 < fi < min ( Uj. Uj+ ’ ) , i = 1. . . , !V - 1. 




Relations (2.9) are just a reformulation of (2.2). and combined with the inequalities (2.10), they are 
sufficient for the compatibility (2.1) of the obstacles. In view of (2.5) and (2.6) applied to L and li, 
assumptions (2.9) and (2.10) mean that all B-ordinates of L are less than or equal to the 
corresponding B-ordinates of C’, which obviously implies L(x) d U(x), s E I. 
Using the same arguments, the following sufficient conditions for satisfying the range restrictions 
are immediate. 
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Proposition 1. Suppose the data ralurs zi and the piecebvise quadratic obstacles L, U E ST ’ (2) sati$j 
the compatihilit~~ assumptions (3.9) and (2.10). Then the inequalities 
(2.11) 
L(s) d s(\.) < C(s). x E I. 
Now we have to deal with the question of whether the system of inequalities (2.11) for the 
parameters pO, pl, . , pv is solvable. To this end, we rewrite (2.11) in the form 
j=(), ,,..A’-1, 
and 
“. - ci 
‘$YJf 
i -.- Lj 
+ Ei d pi G 2-lpilli + D:, I = 1. . , N, 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
showing the separation of the inequality system with respect to the pi more clearly. 
Using (2.9) and (2.10). the system (2.12) and (2.13) is seen to be solvable if and only if the left-hand 
bound of (2.12) is not greater than the right-hand bound of (2.13), and the left-hand bound of (2.13) 
is not greater than the right-hand bound of (2.12) for i = 1, . . . , h; - 1. This observation results in 
the conditions 
-. - Lj- 1 
2-1 
1, - L( 
x,+ ,k- 1 
3 -22 
pilli 
- Dj + Dj’ ‘. 
2 CT;+’ - Zi , _ ? ~~j - -i 
xj* lhj*[ 
, - 
i i i jlf 
+Ej-Ei-‘. i=l,.... N-l, 
(2.14) 
for the solvability of (2.11). 
It is immediately read off that the conditions (2.14) are always satisfied for compatible data 
independently of the ratios xi. if 
Dj = Dj- 1. Ej = Eji 1. i= 1 , . . . . N - 1. 
This case covers piecewise constant bounds L, L’ characterized by 
(2.15) 
Lj-, = Lj < u;. , = c;, 
Djp, = D: = 0. E;. , = E: = 0. 
(2.16) 
i= 1, .‘V. 
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as well as quadratic C1 sphne obstacles L, L’ E S:(A), where 
Lj = ,j+1 < q = q-‘. 
D’= q-1, Ej = g+‘, i=l, . . ..N-1. 
(2.17) 
For piecewise constant bounds, the ratios z,, . . , xN can be chosen arbitrarily (see also [ 1 l]), while 
for L, Cr E S:(d) they are prescribed by the obstacles. 
In general, the conditions (2.14) can be satisfied by placing the additional knots appropriately, 
provided the data are strictly compatible, i.e.. 
Lj+‘<zi<U;“. i=l,.... N-l. (2.18) 
In order to justify the variation of the additional knots, the obstacles L, U are assumed to be 
piecewise quadratic with respect to A. Then, changing the ratios xi influences the representation of 
the obstacles, but not the obstacles themselves. 
For the given assumptions, conditions (2.14) can be satisfied by choosing the ratios al, . . . , GIN 
recursively as follows. 
Choose x1 E (0, 1) arbitrarily, /I, = 1 - x1, and for i = 1. , N - 1, define 
Mi=max 1. 
H 
7. - Lf 
-$Tj+ 
Dj _ Dj+’ 
2 
h (+ J(Zj - Lj-1). 
and choose. e.g., 
i 
1,‘2 if Mi d 2 
2i+l = 1 :Mi, if Mi > 2 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
and /I;+1 = 1 - ;(i+l. 
In particular. this method can be applied to continuous piecewise linear bounds L, U character- 
ized by 
Lf = Lf+ 1 
I I ’ 
uj = q+ 1. i=l iv - 1. . ..~ ,A 
Dj-* =Dj=(Lj-Lj-,)/hi, Ej_,=Ej=(C:j-C’j~,)lh,,i=l,.,,, N, 
(2.21) 
see also [S]. 
We summarize the derived construction of range restricted interpolants in the following exist- 
ence result. 
Proposition 2. Suppose the duta tulue zi und the piecetvise quudratic obstacles L, Ii E ST ’ (3) satisfy 
the c~ompatihility assumptions (2.9) and (2.10). If the obstacles are piecewise constant on A or C’ 
piecebtise quadratic on d, then there always exist runye restricted interpolants s E S:(J) independent 
of the placement qf the additional knots. Furthermore, if the ohstucles are piecewise linear or piecewise 
quadratic- on A and the data are strictly> compatible in the sense of (2.1X), then the existence of 
ranye restricted interpolunts s E S:(d) can be al\~‘a~~.s achieced by placing the additional knots 
appropriutelj3. 
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In general, there exist an infinite number of interpolants meeting the range restrictions. In order 
to select a visually pleasant solution we propose a two-stage procedure. 
In the first stage, appropriate ratios rr, . . . , c(~ are chosen, e.g., using (2.20) such that the 
conditions (2.14) are satisfied. In the second stage, the refined grid A is considered as fixed. The 
parameters po, pl, . . . , pN are determined by minimizing a suitable quadratic choice functional, 
such as the Holladay functional, subject to the consistent constraints (2.12) and (2.13). We omit 
a further discussion of this point here and refer to [ 111 for more details and to [8] for a description 
of our implementation and numerical examples. 
Remark 3. Improved sufficient linear conditions or necessary and sufficient nonlinear conditions 
for the fulfillment of the range restrictions can be easily obtained using the results for the 
nonnegativity of quadratic polynomials, see [9, 121 and the references given there. The correspond- 
ing systems of inequalities do not separate with respect to the parameters po, . . . , pN. Numerical 
experiments performed by our student P. Schmidt for piecewise constant bounds suggest that it is 
worthwhile to use the improved conditions in the second stage, i.e., as constraints in minimizing the 
choice functional. 
Remark 4. For piecewise constant bounds, the results have been extended to the construction of 
C2 interpolants using quartic splines with one additional knot per subinterval [12] and cubic 
splines with two additional knots per subinterval [16]. 
Remark 5. Based on an abstract lemma in [lo], the mentioned methods for range restricted 
C’ and C’ interpolation have been extended and implemented by our student M. Walther 
for interpolating gridded data subject to piecewise constant bounds using tensor product 
splines. 
3. Bivariate range restricted interpolation of scattered data 
Given a set of data sites (Pi E R2, i = 0, . . . &‘> and corresponding data values zi, we are looking 
for an interpolating C ’ spline which satisfies certain range restrictions on L2 = conv{P,, . . . , PN), 
the convex hull of the data sites. 
We suppose that an admissible triangulation 4 of the data sites, i.e., a partition of 52 into 
nondegenerate triangles, has been constructed. Exactly the data sites occur as vertices of the 
triangles in 4, and two different triangles are either disjoint or share a common vertex or a common 
edge. 
We consider interpolation from the space S:(d) of quadratic C1 splines on a Powell-Sabin 
refinement d’ of 4. Each (macro-)triangle 4, of 4 is split into six microtriangles. An interior split 
point Q, is picked out in each triangle d,, and it is connected by straight lines to the vertices of the 
triangle and to the split points of the neighboring triangles respectively to split points on the 
boundary edges. 
The interior split points Q,, E 4, can be chosen arbitrarily within the following requirements. For 
adjacent triangles 4, and 4, with the common edge 6,,, the straight line connecting the interior 
split points Qn and Qm has to intersect the edge (5,,, in a strictly interior point R,,. The existence of 
such interior split points is assured. since the incenters of the macrotriangles meet the requirements. 
But other choices may be more appropriate. 
It is well known [4, 141 that an interpolating spline s E S:(d) can be uniquely represented using 
the parameters y, = s’(Pi). i = 0, . . . N, i.e., the gradients of s at the data sites. It is convenient for 
our purposes to deal with the spline s in Bernstein-Bkzier form with respect to the microtriangles in 
d. For a detailed description of the computation of the B-ordinates from the data values zi and the 
parameters yi we refer to [4]. Here it may suffice to mention that the B-ordinates corresponding to 
the so-called l-disks around the data sites are determined by the values and gradients at the data 
sites, and that all the remaining B-ordinates are computed as convex combinations of the 
B-ordinates in these l-disks. 
Supposing there are prescribed lower and upper obstacles 
L(.Y) < cs-(.Y). .x E R. 
we are interested in constructing an interpolating spline s E S:(d) satisfying 
L(s) < s(s) < L’l.Y). 4 E Q. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Analogous to the univariate case, we assume the obstacles L, C; to be piecewise quadratic with 
respect to the refined triangulation d’. The obstacles are required to be C’ on the macrotriangles of 
3. but we do not require their continuity on S2. i.e.. L. L are allowed to be discontinuous across the 
edges of ~1. The corresponding space of piecewise quadratic functions is denoted by ST l(d). 
In order to formulate compatibility conditions and sufficient conditions for the fulfillment of the 
range restrictions the following notations are introduced. 
A boundary edge of .4 belongs to a unique triangle d,, E d and is therefore denoted by (5,, and the 
split point on ri,, is called R,,. The notation &,,,,, for the interior edges of d has already been 
introduced. For each vertex Pi, i = 0. .,, . ,Y. we define the following sets: 
1’;: set of all triangles J,, having Pi as a vertex. 
Iraqi: set of all boundary edges ci,, of d emanating from Pi. 
Zj: set of all interior edges ci,,,,, of 3 emanating from Pi. 
For representing the obstacles L. L7 we define. for i = 0. . N. 
L:’ = L”( P; 1. n)i = (L”)‘( Pi). A,, E C’,. (3.3) 
and 
L-I’ zz LT”(pi). E:’ z (  [.“)‘(pi), - I , ,  E  I’,, (3.4) 
where L” (respectively- C”‘) denote the restrictions of L (respectively C;) to the macrotriangle d,, of d. 
While the subscript corresponds to the data site, the superscript corresponds to the triangle, from 
which the value of the obstacle respectively its gradient is computed. Using these abbreviations, the 
B-ordinates of L. U can be obtained in the same way as mentioned for s. 
The compatibility of the given data values and obstacles is assured by assuming. for i = 0, . . . . N, 
Li := max i Ly: 1,, E pi ) < I; < min ( C’y: A,, E l’j j =I C’i (3.5) 
and 
L:’ + @l’(Q,, - P;) < c::l + f E:‘(Q,, - Yi). A,, E I’i. 
Ly + ADr(R,, - Pi) d c’y + iE:!(R,, - Pi). ti,, E W,. 
max : L:’ + 4 D::‘(R ,,,,, - Pi I, LI” + + Dy(R,l,,I - P;)) (3.6) 
% min i C:! + i Ey(R,,,,, - Pi), C;:,’ + 4 Ey(R,,, - Pi) I. ii,,,,, E Zi. 
Here and throughout the paper. the inner product of. e.g.. the gradient 0:’ and the vector Qn - Pi is 
denoted by D:‘(Q,, - Pi). 
Relations (3.5) are a suitable formulation of the compatibility of the data values and the 
obstacles. and together with the inequalities (3.6) they are sufficient for (3.1) since they imply that 
all B-ordinates of L are less than or equal to the corresponding B-ordinates of c’. These relations 
are explicitly required in (3.6) for the B-ordinates corresponding to the l-disks around the data sites 
and follow for the remaining B-ordinates. since they are convex combinations of the former ones. 
Analogously-. the following result is immediately verified. 
Proposition 6. Suppow t/w doter ruluc~ zi lrrltl the pit~c~r\\‘i,sc~ qu~4tlrotic~ oh.stci~~lcs L, I/ E S, 1 (2) satizfy 
the I.~)illpiltil~ilit!. rrssurilptiom (3.5) c4rd (3.6). Thtlu the iwqucrlitit~s 
LI’ + 4 D:(Q,, - Pi) < 1; + $;/;(Q,I - P;) < r-:’ + ; E;(Q,, - Pj). A,] E l’~j, (3.7) 
L; + 3 D:‘(R,, - P;) G zi + hji(R,, - P,) < r.y + +E;!(R,, - Pi). ii,, E w’i, (3.8) 
max (I.:! + $ D:‘(R,,,,, - P, ). Lr + f D:“(R,,,,, - P,) ) 
< C; + $</i(R,,,r, - Pi) (3.9) 
< min( C; + iE:‘(R ,,,, I - P,), L.;’ + j E:“(R,,,,, - P,):. 6 ,,,, I E Zj. 
,fOr i = 0. . . 3’ imp/j 
L ( .Y ) < s ( x ) 6 u ( .Y ). .Y E n. 
Ii7 Ndditim, if L. IT 12 Si (2). the irwyuulitirs (3.9) (II’LI rwlui~dmt and cm hr omitted. 
The last statement in the previous proposition is based on the observation that for L, .!I E S:(d) 
inequalities (3.9) are convex combinations of the corresponding pairs of inequalities (3.7) due to the 
C1 conditions. 
The sufficient conditions giv.en above constitute a system of linear inequalities for the gradients 
Cl/o, 611. “’ 3 Bv. which obviously are separated with respect to the 6~~. We denote the linearly 
constrained feasible region for $1, defined by the inequalities (3.7)~(3.9) by Gi. i = 0, . . . , IV. The 
existence of range restricted interpolants is assured whenever all the two-dimensional sets Gi are 
nonempty. which can be easily analyzed numerically. 
For some particular forms of the obstacles, the nonemptyness of the sets Gi, i = 0, . . . , N, is 
always assured for compatible data. Under the assumption 
0:’ = Di. E:’ = E,. A,, E b’;. (3.10) 
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the particular choice 
if Li = c’i 
Ej, else, 
(3.11) 
turns out to be feasible, i.e., gi E Gi, for compatible data. The inequalities (3.7H3.9) can be verified 
by taking the corresponding convex combinations of the compatibility assumptions (3.6). 
In particular, the case (3.10) covers piecewise constant bounds L. U (see [l l]), where 
D; = Ei = 0, i = 0, . , N, 
and piecewise quadratic C ’ obstacles L, U E S:(d) characterized by 
Lr = Li, Dr = Di. 
uy = c’;. El = Ei. A,, E Vi. 
(3.12) 
The derived constructive existence results are summarized in the following proposition. 
Proposition 7. Suppose the data wlues Zi mu’ the pircewiw quudratic~ obstacles L, U E SF ’ (3) satisfjl 
the computibility assumptions (3.5) and (3.6). [f’ the obstucles are piecewise constant on A or C’ 
piecewise quudratic on d, then there alwal,s exist wnye restricted interpolants s E S:(J). 
Remark 8. An extension of the second part of Proposition 2 concerning continuous piecewise 
linear bounds to the bivariate case cannot be offered in this paper. So far, we were not able to 
accomplish the difficult task of adapting the Powell-Sabin refinement d to the data analogous to 
the placement of the additional knots in the univariate case. But, of course, also in this case the 
sufficient existence conditions (3.7)-(3.9) can be checked and exploited numerically. 
Remark 9. Nonlinear necessary and sufficient conditions for the fulfillment of the range restric- 
tions can be derived using the available results on the nonnegativity of quadratic polynomials on 
triangles (see [3] and the references therein). It seems to be worthwhile to apply these conditions or 
improved sufficient linear conditions to range restricted interpolation by Powell-Sabin splines, 
although they do not separate with respect to the data sites. The least squares approximation by 
nonnegative Powell-Sabin splines has been treated recently in [18] using the nonlinear necessary 
and sufficient nonnegativity conditions. 
4. Choice functionals and computation of optimal interpolants 
If at all. in general there exist an infinite number of Powell-Sabin interpolants satisfying the 
range restrictions. The particular choice (3.11) for the parameters t/i was used in order to show the 
existence of range restricted interpolants. but it mostly results in visually unpleasant interpolants. 
Suitable gradients should be selected by minimizing a choice functional. 
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The idea of the minimum norm modification of an initial unrestricted interpolant in order to 
fulfill the constraints is easily applied in our context. It leads to the minimization problem 
min 
iT 
i 11 gi - yp /I *: yi E Gi, i = 0. , N 
i=O I 
(4.1) 
Here, the initial approximations ~0, i = 0, . . , N, to the gradients at the data sites are obtained by 
the user’s favorite gradient estimation procedure, e.g., as weighted averages of the gradients of the 
adjacent faces of the piecewise linear interpolant on d. 
Since the feasible region as well as the quadratic objective functional are separated with respect 
to the data sites, Problem (4.1) reduces to N + 1 independent two-dimensional quadratic pro- 
grams. These subproblems can be efficiently solved by standard software for quadratic program- 
ming. 
Another popular proposal is to minimize a weighted thin-plate functional which roughly 
describes the energy of bending of a thin elastic plate. This results in the problem 
min (s,‘, + 2~.~, + s~~)dxd~: Eli E Gi. i = 0, ... , Ri (4.2) 
The weights w, = 1 and M’, = l/( 1 + 11 T,, 1 2)5 ‘, where T, denotes the gradient of the piecewise linear 
interpolant to the data on the triangle d,, are widely used. 
Standard techniques from the finite element method can be employed to assemble the weighted 
thin plate functional in dependence on the parameters yi, i = 0, . . . , N. The corresponding Hessian 
is a symmetric, positive definite matrix having an irregularly sparse structure. The resulting 
quadratic optimization problem does not separate using this functional. 
In the numerical solution of the problem (4.2), the separation of the constraints should be 
utilized. Based on the background of the problem, the obtained gradients gi are absolutely required 
to be feasible, while it does not seem to be worthwhile to minimize the choice functional to a very 
high accuracy. We propose to solve problem (4.2) by a block relaxation method. 
In each loop of the main iteration, the vertices Pi, i = 0, . . . , N, are traversed successively. For 
each i, the objective functional is minimized with respect to si E Gi, while all the other gradients are 
considered as fixed at their current values. The resulting two-dimensional subproblems have to be 
solved repeatedly with the same linearly constraint feasible regions Gi, but with modified quadratic 
objective functionals. The objective functionals of the subproblems change during the main 
iteration, since they also depend on the current values of the gradients at the neighboring vertices. 
In order to utilize the invariance of the feasible regions of the subproblems further, we construct 
a suitable representation of the feasible regions Gi in a preprocessing step. The region Gi is 
a two-dimensional convex polygon, which initially is described as the intersection of a number of 
half-planes defined by the linear constraints. These constraints correspond to the edges of 
d’ emanating from Pi. By successively including the constraints, we represent the convex polygon 
by an ordered list of its vertices. Since the polygon Gi is not necessarily bounded, the consideration 
of vertices at infinity has been. incorporated in the method. For further details on the construction 
of the representation of Gi we refer to [S]. In this way, also the case of emptyness of Gi is detected, 
redundant inequalities are eliminated, and a feasible starting point for the iteration can be provided 
if possible. 
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Fig. 7. Thin plate interpolant without ranpe restrictions 
The obtained representations of the regions Gi are directly used in treating the subproblems. If 
the unconstrained minimizer lies inside the convex polygon G;. then it also solves the constrained 
subproblem. Otherwise, the solution of the constrained problem is obtained by traversing the 
boundary of the polygon Gi and looking for a sign change of the corresponding piecewise linear 
directional derivative of the objective functional. 
t.ig. 3. Thin plate interpolant subject to 0 < .\(.Y. J’) < 1 
Obviously, the block relaxation method generates feasible iterates and decreasing values of the 
objective functional. For a proof that the iterates converge to the unique solution of Problem (4.2), 
we refer to [6. Chapter V]. The convergence depends heavily on the separation of the constraints 
with respect to the two-dimensional blocks yi. and generally does not hold for nonseparable 
constraints, see the simple example in [6. Chapter V]. Therefore, the use of improved sufficient 
linear conditions for the fulfillment of the range restrictions would require another approach for 
solving the minimization problem. 
For testing and comparison purposes. the proposed methods for bivariate range restricted 
interpolation have been implemented in PASCAL, see [S]. In our opinion, the tit-and-modify 
method can be recommended in view of its simplicity and localness due to the separation of the 
optimization problems. In most cases, the resulting spline interpolants compete successfully with 
the interpolants obtained by minimizing the thin plate functional. 
However, the block relaxation method for minimizing the (weighted) thin plate functional turns 
out to achieve moderate accuracy requirements quite fast. Also larger problems involving more 
than one hundred of data sites can be solved in reasonable time on a PC environment. 
A few results of our numerical experiments are reported graphically in order to demonstrate the 
suitability of the methods. In the first four figures, the interpolation data stem from a sigmoidal 
function evaluated at 36 scattered data sites. The corresponding triangulation is shown in Fig. 1. 
We visualize the PowellLSabin interpolants minimizing the thin plate functional (ivi = 1) without 
range restrictions and subject to 0 < s(s, J) < 1 on the unit square Q in Figs. 2 and 3. respectively. 
For comparison, the range restricted fit-and-modify interpolant is presented in Fig. 4. Here, the 
initial gradients at the data sites were estimated as weighted averages of the gradients of the 
adjacent faces of the piecewise linear interpolant. 
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Fig. 4. Fit-and-modify interpolant subject to 0 ,< s(x, ,v) 6 1. 
Fig. 5. Thin plate interpolant subject to piecewise linear obstacles. 
In the remaining Fig. 5, the data are prescribed at a 5 x 2 mesh. The interpolant minimizing the 
thin plate functional is restricted by two-sided piecewise linear obstacles. These obstacles were 
obtained by shifting the piecewise linear interpolant to the data down and up by the same amount 
of 0.24, which experimentally turns out to be the lowest value, for which the system of sufficient 
range restrictions is still solvable. 
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